Assessing Lawyers’ Ethics
A Practitioners’ Guide

Many legal practitioners operate in an environment of seemingly endless ethical challenges, and against a backdrop of diminishing public opinion about their morality. Based on extensive research, *Assessing Lawyers’ Ethics* argues that lawyers’ individual ethics can be assessed and measured in realistic frameworks. When this assessment takes place, legal practitioners are more likely to demonstrate better ethical behaviour as a result of their increased awareness of their own choices.

*Assessing Lawyers’ Ethics* advocates a variety of peer-administered testing mechanisms that have the potential to reverse damaging behaviours within the legal profession. It provides prototype techniques, questions and assessments that can be modified to suit different legal cultures. These will help the profession regain the initiative in ethical business practice, halt the decline in firms’ reputations and reduce the risk of state-sponsored regulatory intervention.
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Effective encouragement of lawyers' ethical behaviour is important, not just to the basic functionality of the legal system, but also to public confidence in its operation. The legal profession acknowledges and to some degree compensates the community for lawyers' mistakes – that is, negligence – but our moral failures as lawyers are imperfectly anticipated and far more damaging. In Australia, recent examples of flawed behaviour include notorious cases of excessive adversarialism, particularly in the abuse of legal process, in efforts to evade payment of compensation to injured persons via document destruction and to hide corporate bribes paid to Saddam Hussein's former Iraqi regime.

Internationally, confidence in lawyers' probity is now so eroded that courts are increasingly wary of automatic reliance on their integrity. But this scrutiny cannot and must not lead us to deny our vulnerability or, at the other extreme, lose our self-confidence. More than ever, ethical legal practitioners are essential to public confidence in the complex governance of modern societies. And the prospects for 'inoculating' lawyers to improve behaviour are promising. While external regulators' scrutiny cannot often identify our dishonest colleagues in advance of their misdeeds, the far larger problem of ethics apathy or oversimplification can be tackled before damage becomes irreversible. Our law societies and bar associations can approach colleagues' confusion and even ignorance of ethics by pre-emptively assessing and periodically reassessing their ethical sophistication in the interests of the community, the economy and especially, ourselves.

This book seeks to guide practitioners through the insights of several disciplines in relation to assessment, and explains and reports on new empirical research as to what practising lawyers might be willing to accept by way of preventative ethical initiatives, in the interests of improving collective behaviour. The prize may be a reinvigorated self-confidence in the utility of the legal profession in capitalist societies not just as a service industry sector, but more importantly as a vital control on the exercise of social and economic power and the wealth it controls.
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An opportunity for law societies

1.1 Professionalism versus commercialism: An opportunity for law societies

‘Professionalism versus commercialism’ (as famously identified by the International Bar Association) \(^1\) sums up a central struggle within legal practice. If lawyers are to serve justice consistently and with open eyes, it can be hard to say ‘no’ to some commercial opportunities and some clients. It is not a new struggle. Individual lawyers have always had to identify on a daily basis what is ethical and decline to meet some clients’ demands. Many, probably most, succeed in this role, but in recent years major cases involving everything from document destruction to money laundering and deceit of the United Nations have occurred against a background of demanding corporate interests. In the process, negative public and especially judicial opinion about lawyers’ ethics has been galvanised.

Response to the perceived decline in professional standards has been strongest in the United States, followed closely by the United Kingdom. Rhode for example, suggests US Bar leaders should just use the disciplinary process routinely, without bothering too much about constant ‘professionalism initiatives’. \(^2\) Reflecting frustration with unethical behaviour, Rhode has sounded almost at the point of discarding ethics as a bar association goal, for what she sees as the major public concern: access to justice. \(^3\)

---


\(^3\) Ibid.
Despite apparent good intentions and successive well-regarded reports over the last 20 years, there have been no really effective campaigns by the profession to pre-emptively develop and sustain members’ ethics. Such a need is now urgent and cannot be left entirely to the traditional fixers: law schools. Ethics assessment is the missing ingredient in such efforts because it involves accountability for ethical consciousness, something that has always been missing in the professionalism versus commercialism debate. Lawyers’ competence has been extensively examined because it is a baseline element of professionalism and is relatively easy to address, but ethics is not easy to define let alone assess, despite the terrible consequences of bad behaviour for both lawyers and clients. Ethics assessment has been ignored or left in the ‘too hard’ basket for too long and is now overdue for major attention. Careful and conservative assessment of ethics also offers an opportunity to law societies and bar associations to improve their members’ attitudes in a manner that will pre-empt regulators’ less empathetic scrutiny.

There is much at stake here. Community confidence in the legal system is at least partly influenced by their lawyers’ behaviour, which can powerfully facilitate or retard global commerce. Lawyers’ collective contribution to economic activity is enormous and so, therefore, is their influence. Value-added contributions to the relatively small Australian economy by legal practices and other organisations in 2007–08 was AUS$11 billion, as compared to UK legal services for 2004 of £Stg14.028 billion and US legal services which are estimated to generate US$180 billion annually in revenue.

All professionals associated with making and increasing wealth are under scrutiny, not just lawyers, but lawyers’ influence may put them in a special category. The rolling 2008–09 global financial crises have encouraged suspicion of economists, financial planners, accountants, actuaries and the like, even though many if not most of these practitioners were powerless to prevent the losses. Yet lawyers were and are in a special position because of their broad ‘deal-making’ role. They sign off on everything. Their professionalism and sense of separation remains a critical issue in modern economies because at key points in facilitating wealth creation, and also later when that wealth is lost, their behaviour is pivotal to outcomes. If some lawyers choose commercial priorities and behave poorly in these hard cases, all lawyers’ self-esteem can suffer with them.

Lawyers’ independence then is vital, but their own corporate behaviours now also respond strongly to these economic cycles, so much so that commercially
prominent lawyers can often be identified far more readily from their business priorities than for their ethical credentials. Websites of the most influential law firms in all jurisdictions display concern for every commercial and client priority possible, but not for ethics. And attempts to identify any firm on the basis of a cyber-ethical profile are unsuccessful. If these lawyers’ own drivers are mainly commercial, the question is naturally asked: can they (psychologically) encourage at the critical time any other priority in those who pay them and upon whom they are dependent?

Fortunately, there are many lawyers in many firms who are interested in ethical accountability. Many heads of legal practices are privately understanding and supportive of an independence of spirit and purpose, although their roles hamstring them. Their admirable personal priorities and reputations positively influence a few around them or inside a partners’ meeting or a client’s boardroom, but client confidentiality means that they can offer little case-specific encouragement to law students or provide much in the way of convincing public examples so that many lawyers constantly struggle for their ethical identity. Confidentiality is a key ethical priority, but it keeps secret good deals and bad alike, unless a client consents to disclosure. Since ‘deal making’ is advertised widely, but not of course ‘deal breaking’, the public does not know the cost to lawyers who insist on an ethical position that might ruin a deal. Crucially then, many other lawyers do not hear of their ethical models.

If individual lawyers are constrained about their public positions on specific ethics issues and their law firms even more so, the same need not be true of their professional representatives who could act decisively if the case is well enough made. This book is addressed to law societies and bar associations as lawyers’ representatives; but not so much to the representative professional organisation as to the representative role of that organisation. Representative and regulatory roles are distinguished in this book because in an increasing number of jurisdictions those roles are separated. Representative associations – which for convenience are termed ‘law societies’ or ‘bar associations’ – generally have the respect of their members voluntarily offered rather than compulsorily required. However, the many associations which still retain both representative and regulatory roles, and even a co-regulatory function with an independent body, will also find the discussion relevant to their efforts to balance both functions.

The strategies advocated here are addressed to the representative role rather than the organisation per se, because that representative function is just as important to lawyers’ ethics as is that of regulation. Representatives, or those wearing a representative hat, have the positive interests of their members in necessary focus at all times and can take assessment initiatives which a pure regulator may either not have power to commence or will consider itself unable to initiate because of perceived conflicts of interest. Associations of lawyers are able to take a public lead on a professional issue if they want to, without an individual client complaining. They can be more responsive to overarching social and professional
needs than regulators because, once freed of regulatory obligation, they do not need to be constrained by the possibility of conflict in prosecuting a particular member. In fact, many members both expect and need their associations to take public-interest initiatives on many issues, without regard to the politics of regulation. A rare individual regulator may have the charisma and professional respect of lawyers, but they cannot easily expand programs to develop and improve ethics without at least some suspicion that there might be a regulatory consequence for non-cooperation. Representative societies and associations have the potential to take forward the professionalism agenda with members' cooperation, based on a sense of mutual interest, whereas regulators can only require a minimal compliance, rarely with a concern for lawyers' autonomy and never with a sense of their allegiance.

Law societies and bar associations have in these proposals a chance to strengthen public confidence in the profession and minimise the risk of government intervention when that confidence is shaken. And shaken it is, with more noticeable effect after each deplorable event. Consumer and government pressure on ethical agendas is now relentless. In common law legal systems there is an identifiable trend towards, for example, independent complaint handling. Where the dysfunction is bad enough, government intervention can extend to eliminating professional control of much more: admission controls, trust account regulation, client compensation funds and even malpractice insurance.7

Law societies have the opportunity through the measures proposed here to provide additional practical encouragement of lawyers' ethical behaviour, not just to support the legal system and resist government intervention in the profession, but to continue to build community confidence in the fairness of society. When lawyers' ethics are seen to be inferior, the ability of the justice system to function (and the social confidence which is nourished by our courts' ability to deliver justice), is undermined. Although community dissatisfaction with many aspects of lawyers' performance is not always reasonable or justified, questions about the integrity of the court process go to the heart of citizens' willingness to obey the law and must be answered, either by the profession or if not, by governments.

This book identifies various assessment strategies that law societies could use to improve lawyers' professional behaviour. Chapters 1 to 4 explore the cases and empirical research which establish the need for improved behaviours. They then describe legal ethical methods and types which are significant for assessment (that is, the ethical decision-making processes which all lawyers use, consciously or otherwise, to make decisions), and set out various approaches to counteract the commercial pressures of legal practice – notably 'quality' and competence testing in the United Kingdom, the insights from US efforts to assess medical
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professionalism and the emerging ‘ethical infrastructures’ of incorporation and malpractice risk management that will increasingly influence practitioners’ behaviours. Chapters 5 to 8 then discuss the opinions of a group of 30 specialist lawyers as to the usefulness of a number of compliance-like assessment mechanisms designed to encourage an individual lawyer, in their working life, to behave professionally. These chapters review what interviewees in this Melbourne-based study thought about, specifically:

- the possibilities for psychological testing of honesty and integrity,
- the relevance of disciplinary histories and clients’ assessments to ongoing licensure,
- lawyers’ awareness of values and ethical method and type, as periodically assessed by the combination of a numerical measure of awareness of ethical type and law society-controlled interview, and
- the potential of current continuing professional development schemes as mechanisms through which ethics assessment could be implemented.

It is important at this point to specify what is actually meant by ‘ethical behaviour’ when that term is used in this book. Potential understandings are numerous, but this is the definition used in following chapters: ethical behaviour is considered, decisive and proper in the circumstances. A lawyer behaving ethically will intentionally choose between the major competing legal ethical principles and rules and adopt a bona fide position and course of action, rather than responding to laziness, to intuition or to self-preservation. Such behaviour does not automatically fall on one side of a line rather than the other; for example compliance with professional conduct rules, because such rules are often inconsistent and do not always concur with underlying ethical principles. Conduct rules also vary widely across jurisdictions, making them relatively unsuitable for assessing ethical consciousness among practitioners with transnational practices. Rules are important, but if law societies limit themselves to promoting mere compliance with rules, devoid of context or situation, a continuously tightening spiral of decision making is necessary in order to try to reach ever narrowing but never certain guidance: a barren enterprise.

Similar reasons apply for the emphasis here on ethical methods and types for assessment purposes, rather than on assessing a lawyer’s knowledge of inevitably local ethical doctrines and common or civil law principles such as confidentiality, client privilege or the limits of defence advocacy in any one jurisdiction. While knowledge of ethical doctrines can be tested as readily as any piece of substantive information, such knowledge does not indicate whether a lawyer, particularly a new lawyer, is more or less likely to decide to behave ethically, when they are struggling under the considerable pressure of the practice environment.

In proposing innovation of this nature, the ethics of assessment is itself an issue. As lawyers must collectively remain a central, if not the central mediator of individual rights and freedoms in tension with increasingly centralised and information-powerful governments, the possibility for ethics assessment to be utilised against the legal profession for ignoble purposes will seem too much for
some critics. They will claim, reasonably enough, that even the conservative proposals of this book will provide a thin end of the wedge for oppressive regulation, making it progressively easier to proscribe certain assessed attitudes as 'contrary to the public interest'. Orwellian thought control might be around an even closer corner as a result. But the proposals here are very cautious for precisely this reason; they do not advocate assessment of attitudes, that is, of a person's ethics per se, but rather of their awareness of the varying options that present themselves as a basis for decision making. It might even be said that they are too conservative and that mere awareness of options will say almost nothing about how a person might choose to behave. Yet the experience of educators and researchers is highly suggestive that it is the quality of awareness,8 gained through discussion, learning about concepts and especially personal reflection on choices and on what is 'right' or 'wrong', that is more likely than anything else to give pause for consideration in ethically demanding situations and lead to better ethical behaviours in the vast majority of good lawyers who do seek to practice law with integrity. If there is any greater risk to lawyers' independence as a result of assessment of their awareness of ethical choices, it is hard to see how these proposals will produce that threat.

Overall, the argument is that better governance of lawyers by lawyers may be addressed at a practical level, not only in the general population of legal practitioners, but also among elite lawyers, by promoting and reinforcing – as positives – not just their competence but particularly their key ethical sensitivities. If adopted by law societies, this promotion and reinforcement might help to initiate a stronger culture of ethical accountability as a visible norm of all legal practice, in much the same way, for example, as 'accredited' or certified specialisation has become a visible norm of competent legal practice in a number of jurisdictions.

1.2 Standing aside from self-interest

It is certainly not suggested that lawyers as a class are no longer trustworthy. That proposition is ridiculous and extreme, but the indications of a profession under behavioural stress justifies a focus on greater ethical consciousness and accountability, just as the profession has thus far promoted lawyers' technical skills. Stephen Parker has commented:

If, for example, it is accepted that work of a particular kind is specialist work and that lawyers who meet certain standards can hold themselves out as especially competent to practise it, why can it not also be accepted that the work brings with it particular

---

responsibilities which depart from the traditional idea of what a lawyer does? In other words, if boundary-drawing is possible for competence, is it not also possible for conscience?9

How therefore might law societies manage to prioritise ethical accountability, including responsibilities to the courts and the community? At least part of the answer must lie in the constructive study of bad cases and reflection on their impact. Such scrutiny is not easy for the profession and particularly difficult for law societies and bar associations because the cases themselves often involve well-known people who remain connected to the professional organisations in various formal and informal ways. To delve into such matters without good purpose can seem offensive, gratuitous or just embarrassing. But if the purpose is reflective; if the study of such matters is designed to alert and forewarn, even to inoculate, then it must be in the interests of those societies and bar associations to make use of the history in order not to repeat it, or at least not to be defensive when the exercise is part and parcel of a wider process of enhancing ethical maturity.

One such case – and perhaps the best known recent Australian example – involved a large national law firm, Clayton Utz, which was initially criticised by the Victorian Supreme Court in an important case involving the tobacco industry. Rolah McCabe, a terminally ill victim of lung cancer, had sued British American Tobacco Australia Services (BATAS) alleging that her cancer was a result of her childhood addiction to nicotine acquired from smoking and that BATAS was responsible because it had known of the toxic and addictive qualities of tobacco at the time they were marketing their cigarettes to her as a child. Mrs McCabe succeeded in persuading Justice Geoffrey Eames at first instance that the defendant, knowing that litigation was imminent by someone addicted to nicotine and suffering from lung cancer, had destroyed its own historical documents; documents which presumably showed that it knew of the toxicity of nicotine at the time of its cigarette marketing.10 BATAS defence was struck out by Justice Eames on the basis that a fair trial had been denied to the plaintiff when the defendant (having destroyed its records) failed to provide sufficient discovery.

More particularly for the present purpose, His Honour found that BATAS was assisted by Clayton Utz in developing a ‘document retention policy’, which was in fact designed to systematically destroy incriminating documents, noting that they had ‘. . . advised Wills [BATAS] on the wording of the policy, [ensuring] that words were inserted into the written policy document to which reference could

9 Stephen Parker, Cost of Legal Services and Litigation: Discussion Paper No 5 – Legal Ethics, Parliament of Australia, Senate Standing Committee of Legal and Constitutional Affairs, 1992, p 94 [6.14]. Parker’s comments were delivered in the context of a discussion about different rules of ethics for different sectors of practice, so that, for example, criminal lawyers might adhere to strict rules of zealous advocacy while corporate lawyers might be bound to consider the public interest at least as much as their own clients’ interests.

10 McCabe v British American Tobacco [2002] VSC 73.